Comparing the respective structures of the correlators defining generalized and transverse momentum dependent parton distributions, one finds possible relations between these two objects. Although it looks like the relations found do not hold in general, we show that they can be established at least in simple spectator model calculations. In addition, we discuss these relations in the context of generalized transverse momentum dependent parton distributions.
Introduction and definitions
Parton distributions are an essential tool for the QCD-description of hadronic scattering processes. In particular, generalized parton distributions (GPDs) and transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (TMDs), which appear in connection with hard exclusive and semi-inclusive reactions, respectively, attracted a lot of interest during the last years. Although these two types of parton distributions are a priori two distinct objects, recent work suggests possible relations between them [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . In this note, we will briefly summarize the current knowledge on these relations (as presented in the review article [6] ) and, in addition, also present new results from the analysis of generalized transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (GTMDs).
Before discussing the relations between GPDs and TMDs we recall their definitions. First of all, the leading twist GPDs of the nucleon for unpolarized quarks are defined through
with the average nucleon momentum P = (p + p ′ ) and the nucleon momentum transfer ∆ = p ′ − p. The GPDs depend on the three kinematical variables
Throughout this note, we disregard any dependence of the correlator in Eq. (1) on a renormalization scale µ, as this does not affect the analysis of possible relations between GPDs and TMDs.
To derive these relations, it is convenient to work with the GPDs in impact parameter instead of momentum space. This representation of the GPDs can be obtained by Fourier transforming the correlator in Eq. (1) for ξ = 0,
where S parametrizes all possible combinations of the helicities λ and λ ′ as described in Refs. [3, 6] . The GPDs H q and E q are the Fourier transformed GPDs H q and E q , respectively, and the prime denotes the first derivative with respect to b 2 T . The correlator in Eq. (3) can be interpreted as the probability density of finding an unpolarized quark with longitudinal momentum fraction x at transverse position b T inside a transversely polarized nucleon.
The second set of parton distributions we are interested in are the TMDs. The leading twist TMDs of a nucleon for unpolarized quarks are defined through
where again we disregard any dependence on a renormalization scale µ. Similar to the GPDs in impact parameter space the TMDs have a probability interpretation, too. The correlator in Eq. (4) gives the probability of finding an unpolarized quark with longitudinal momentum fraction x and transverse momentum k T inside a transversely polarized target.
Relations between GPDs and TMDs
Comparing the respective structures of the correlators in Eqs. (3) and (4) one finds that they are identical after exchanging the impact parameter b T and the transverse parton momentum k T . This, together with the similar probability interpretations of the correlators, leads to the assumption that there might exist some relations between these two objects.
Performing such a comparison for all leading twist parton distributions for quarks [3] as well as for gluons [6] , one finds the following set of possible relations, which can be grouped into four different types according to the number of derivatives on the GPD side:
3 Model results. . .
To check whether the possible relations in Eqs. (5)- (8) really exist, we performed model calculations in two simple spectator models: a scalar diquark spectator model of the nucleon and a quark target model in perturbative QCD. In these models we were able to confirm all relations to lowest order in perturbation theory [6] . For the relations of first type in Eq. (5) this is not very surprising as it is a well known model-independent property of the involved GPDs and TMDs that they can be reduced to the same forward parton distributions,
and analogous for all other relations in Eq. (5).
In the case of the relations of second type in Eq. (6) we were able to reproduce the results of Refs. [2, 5] and to generalize them [6] . We suppose, however, that the explicit form for the relations in Eq. (6) presented in Refs. [2, 5, 6 ] is only valid in the performed lowest order model calculations and not in general, because it will probably break down once higher order contributions are taken into account [6] . Nevertheless, this type of relations has very interesting phenomenological implications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
For the relations of third type in Eq. (7) we found that
and analogous for the other relation in Eq. (7). The explicit form in Eq. (10) for the relations in Eq. (7), which has been presented in Ref. [6] for the first time, looks very similar to the relations of first type in Eq. (9), but so far it is not known whether Eq. (10) is restricted to model calculations or whether it could even be valid in general. Eventually, we were not able to find an explicit form for the relation of fourth type in Eq. (8) . Nevertheless, this relation is trivially fulfilled in our model calculations, as the corresponding GPDH 
. . . and beyond
So far, from the relations between GPDs and TMDs in Eqs. (5)- (8) only those of first type in Eq. (5) are known to be valid in general. Therefore, in order to obtain more information on the status of the other types of relations, we analyzed generalized transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (GTMDs). For a spinless target, these are defined through
which reduces to the correlator for GPDs in Eq. (1) by integration over k T and to the one for TMDs in Eq. (4) by setting ∆ = 0. Note that the correlator in Eq. (11) is directly related to the Wigner distributions discussed in Refs. [7, 8] .
Using the constraints from hermiticity, parity, and time-reversal, the correlator in Eq. (11) can be parametrized by 16 GTMDs, which are complex-valued functions of x, ξ, 
From this parametrization one immediately recovers the model-independent validity of the relations of first type in Eq. (5), as the involved GPDs and TMDs are simply limiting cases of the same GTMDs,
For the relations of second type in Eq. (6) one finds, however, that
and h
so that the involved GPDs and TMDs are limiting cases of two independent functions, the real and the imaginary part of some GTMDs. This supports the understanding that the relations in Eq. (6) do not hold in general. At the present stage our analysis does not permit any statement about the relations of third or fourth type in Eqs. (7) and (8), as here we would have to consider, in particular, target polarization.
Conclusions
We showed that model-independent considerations suggest possible relations between GPDs and TMDs. From these relations, so far only the relations of first type are known to be valid in general. The relations of second type are probably only valid in simple model calculations, which is supported by our analysis of GTMDs. It will be very interesting to redo this analysis for the relations of third and fourth type, as at least the relations of third type are similar to those of first type and could therefore be valid in general.
